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Introduction:

Acoustic probes have shown promise to be quite effective in determining the solid content in solid-liquid
suspensions. However, the presence of small amounts of gas in the waste slurries stored in tanks across the DOE
complex prevents straightforward application for characterization of these slurries. The proposed research will develop
an acoustic probe for monitoring particle size and volume fraction in slurries in the absence and the presence of gas
bubbles.

Theoretical Analysis Accomplished:

Attenuation of sound waves depends on the size distribution of the solids and the volume fraction of solids.
These can in principle be calculated from attenuation measured over a range of frequencies. However, small amounts of
bubbles distort the measured attenuation. A typical result from theoretical analysis for the attenuation of solid-gas-
liquid systems is given in Figure 1.

The total attenuation of a sound wave v(o)  equals the sum of contributions by a large number of ‘bins’ of
particle sizes. This notion yields the following equation for the (hitherto) unknown number density of solid particles as
a function of particle radius N(a):

j k(o,a)N(a)da = v(o),

where the kernel k(o,a) is obtained from analysis. If N(a) is given, the above equation is used to calculate the
attenuation v(o). This is referred to as solving the ‘forward problem’. Solving for N(a) with v(o)  given is the ‘inverse
problem’. A complication that one faces when trying to solve the inverse problem is that the stated problem is
mathematically ill-posed, i.e., small fluctuations in v(o) cause large fluctuations in the result for the number density.
Therefore the problem needs to be ‘regularized’, i.e., the stated problem needs to be changed slightly such as to make it
well-posed. This has been done by others for gas-liquid systems in the past.

This approach is currently being applied in the present project to solid-liquid systems. As is shown in Figure 2,
it successfully recovers the number density that has been used in the forward problem to generate attenuation data.
Having this solution technique giving reliable results for the inverse problems of both gas-liquid and solid-liquid
systems, we shall apply this method in the near future to solid-gas-liquid systems.

Experimental Work Accomplished:

Experimentation has initially proceeded with solid-liquid systems. The experimental setup consists of a
desktop computer containing a Matec TB-1000 Toneburst Card (as shown in Figure 3), a mixing vessel equipped with
Panametrics videoscan transducers, an attenuator box, and a LeCroy Model 9310A digital Oscilloscope. The system is
operated in pitch/catch mode. Toneburst signals of various frequencies are sent from the toneburst card to the sending
transducer (simultaneously triggering the scope), propagate through the sample medium to the receive transducer.
Then, the signal is sent either directly to the oscilloscope, or to the receiver/amplifier in the toneburst card and then to
the oscilloscope. In either case the received signal is displayed on the oscilloscope where the amplitude and travel time
are measured. Six pairs of transducers are used to span a frequency range from 0.2 to 12.0 MHz. Attenuation is
calculated from the voltage measurements.

We have experimented with solid-liquid slurries of soda-lime glass beads (0.5-l 8.5 µm in radius, 9.5 µm
mean) in water and obtained the results as shown in Figure 4 for slurries of 5% and 10% by volume of solids. In Figure
4 the experimental results are compared with results of the theory for the forward problem, and the agreement is quite
good considering that the exact particle size distribution of the particles was unknown and had to be assumed in the
theoretical calculations. The theoretical results assume a Gaussian distribution of particle radius between 1.0 µm and
21.0 µm, with a mean radius of 10 µm and standard deviation of 5 µm.

Experiments are currently underway to examine the possibility of employing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) in
the analysis of the received signals of spike pulse input signals which are transmitted through slurries. The use of
FFT’s will allow attenuation data as a function of frequency to be acquired much more rapidly than time domain
attenuation data.

Attenuation measurements are also being made in bubbly liquids, and various methods of bubble generation
are being examined. Once the FFT method is refined for solid-liquid systems and bubbly liquids, attenuation
measurements in three phase systems will be performed.



Figure 1. Attenuation v as a function of frequency o
in a solid-gas-liquid system; result from analysis.
Solids volume fraction is 30%, bubbles volume
fraction is 0.1%. Radius of both solids and bubbles
is 10 microns. The peak between 0.1 and 1 MHz
is caused by the presence of bubbles; the general
increase of attenuation with frequency is caused by
the solids.

Figure 2. Comparison between the exact number density
of solids in a solid-liquid system (continuous line) and
its predicted value obtained from solving the inverse problem
(dashed line). Solids volume fraction is 5%.

Figure 3. Experimental Setup for attenuation measurements
in solid-liquid systems.

Figure 4. Comparison of forward problem theory results and
experimental solid-liquid attenuation measurements at 5% and
10% solids by volume. The experimental solids radii range
from 0.5-18.5 µm with 9.5 µm mean. The theoretical results
are for a Gaussian distribution of particles with solids radii
ranging from 1.0 µm and 21.0 µm, with a mean radius of 10 µm
and standard deviation of 5 µm.
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